WELCOME TO JABRA WAVE – CORDED

1 ABOUt YOur JABrA WAVE CORDED HEADSEt
A Mono cored headset with microphone in boom tip
B Control box located right at your finger tips
C Four Ultimate Eargels for optimal fit
D Wind Sock for wind noise protection
E 3.5mm plug (works with most mobile phones from Apple iPhone®, HTC, Blackberry, LG or Motorola)
F Extra adapters for compatibility with 2.5mm phones or other 3.5mm phones (works with most phones from Nokia, Sony Ericsson and Samsung)

2 WEArING StYLE
a. Choose the Ultimate Comfort Eargels™ that fits your ear.
b. The Jabra WAVE Corded Headset can be worn in either ear. Place the Ultimate Comfort Eargels™ onto the ear piece and align so the narrow end fits into your ear when worn.
c. Add the Wind Sock to the tip of the boom for wind noise protection.

3 CoNtroL BoX
a. Press the button located on the headset cord to answer or end a call*
b. Press the button for app. 1 second for voice activated dialing*

* Phone dependent

Visit www.jabra.com /wavecorded for full user manual

NEED MORE HELP?
Why wait? Go to our support page and find all the answers you’re looking for 24-hours a day: www.jabra.com/wavecorded

TOLL FREE Customer Contact Details:

NA SUPPORT
WWW.JABRA.COM/NASUPPORT
(FOR THE LATEST SUPPORT INFO AND ONLINE USER MANUALS)
1 (800) 327-2230 (U.S.)
1 (800) 489-4199 (CANADA)

UK SUPPORT
EMAIL: SUPPORT.UK@JABRA.COM
08800 00 327 026 (UNITED KINGDOM)

Jabra CRUISER2
An alternative to your headset is a Jabra speakerphone. Without requiring any installation a Jabra speakerphone makes it possible to keep both hands on the wheel while driving. Boasting state of the art technology in compact, easy to navigate designs, our speakerphones offer unparalleled in-car calling quality.
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